
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION 

 

June 15, 2015 

 

Adele Gagliardi 

Administrator 

Office of Policy Development and Research 

U.S. Department of Labor  

200 Constitution Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20210 

 

Re: Docket ID ETA-2015-0001, Comments on ETA’s Proposed Rulemaking on the 

Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (RIN 1205-AB73) 

 

Dear Administrator Gagliardi: 

 

The undersigned organizations hereby submit the following comments to the Department of 

Labor’s Employment and Training Administration in response to the above referenced notice 

of proposed rulemaking (NPRM), published in the Federal Register on April 16, 2015, at 80 

Fed. Reg. 20690.  

 

Of all the improvements mandated by the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act 

(WIOA), by far the most significant are the enhanced incentives for employers to partner 

with the workforce system to design and provide occupational training. 

 

Educators, employers and policymakers increasingly agree that employer engagement is vital 

and the key to effective, up-to-date training. We appreciate the ways in which WIOA 

promises to revamp the workforce system to be more responsive to employers: the 

enhanced opportunities for employers to offer training themselves, to partner with local 

educational institutions to make training more relevant and effective, and to serve in more 

meaningful and constructive ways on state and local bodies that plan and oversee training. 

 

These incentives are enticing to the employers we represent. These and other opportunities 

will be lacking if the system does not work on the ground to engage employers (i.e., if 

incentives are inappropriate or unappealing, partnerships are poorly structured, 

requirements are too burdensome or employer input is ignored). 

 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the NPRM for WIOA, and believe our 

comments offer constructive insight into improvements the U.S. Department of Labor can 

make to streamline the workforce and one-stop system, improve the engagement of 

employers in the system, and reduce inefficiencies in order to target more investments in 

worker training connected to employer skill needs. Following are our specific comments on 

the NPRM: 
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Local Board-Workforce Membership 

Analysis: The WIOA statute says that workforce members of a Local Workforce 

Development Board shall include “representatives” of labor organizations or other 

representatives of employees where employees are not represented by such organizations. 

Because the statute uses the plural “representatives,” the Labor Department is interpreting 

this to mean at least two labor organization representatives where such organizations 

represent employees.1  

Comment: We believe the Labor Department’s interpretation is misplaced and that 

flexibility should be provided at the local level to determine how many members of labor 

organizations should be on the Local Board. In particular, in many local workforce 

investment areas, mandating two or more members of labor organizations disproportionally 

represents the demographic makeup of workers in an area where labor organization 

membership may not be very high. We understand that at least one member of the Local 

Board must be a member of a labor organization; however, the use of “representatives” 

should be interpreted as meaning the entirety of individuals fitting in the “workforce” 

category and not assuming it means only members of labor organizations. We urge the 

Labor Department to change this interpretation in the Final Rule, and interpret the statute 

as only mandating at least one member of the Local Board must be a member of a labor 

organization. 

One-Stop Delivery and Apprenticeship 

Analysis: The Labor Department is seeking comment on how individuals being served 

through the One-Stop system, including those receiving Individual Training Accounts (ITAs) 

and how they can best be served through apprenticeship.2  

Comment: We believe the following elements should be part of all one-stop services related 

to apprenticeship: 

1. While we understand that the statute provides automatic training provider eligibility 

for registered apprenticeship programs, we believe that an employer sponsored craft 

training program that is not registered, but leads to an industry-recognized 

credential should have an automatic initial eligible training provider determination. 

These programs promote employment, measurable skills enhancements and 

improved earnings for participants, and are industry-driven and valued by 

employers. After the one-year period of initial eligibility, the craft training program 

will meet the state requirements for continued eligibility as an eligible training 

provider. 

2. Information on all available apprenticeship programs in a local area, both registered 

and craft training programs, should be available to individuals and presented in an 

unbiased fashion. One-stop system employees should make the full array of 

apprenticeship programs easily accessible and available to WIOA participants 

regardless of whether they are union-sponsored or open shop.  

3. ITAs could be offered to pay for required educational courses and/or certifications as 

part of the work-based experience. To provide flexibility to participants regarding the 

skills, competencies and experiences necessary to fully qualify for an occupation 

through an apprenticeship opportunity, ITAs should be able to pay training providers, 

such as community colleges, for educational programming or industry certification, 

                                                           
1 80 Fed. Reg., at 20705; § 679.320(c)  
2 80 Fed. Reg., at 20718; § 680.330 
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and employers directly for costs of industry certifications and/or training costs 

associated with the apprenticeship. 

4. The Labor Department should encourage and accelerate processes to encourage use 

of competency-based apprenticeship models, provide additional guidance to the 

workforce system on use of competency-based apprenticeship and support use of 

ITAs for competency-based apprenticeship models. 

Recognized Postsecondary Credential 

Analysis: Throughout the NPRM, and when defining “program of training services,” the 

Labor Department uses the term “Recognized Postsecondary Credential.” Yet there is no 

definition of the term.3  

Comment: We believe the term “Recognized Postsecondary Credential” should be defined. 

A proposed definition could be: “A degree, diploma, certificate, certification or completion of 

an apprenticeship program, provided by either an educational institution, employer, third-

party industry association or industry accreditation body, which does not include a 

Certificate of Completion or similar document that is not widely recognized by multiple 

employers in a region or industry.” 

Work-Based Training 

Analysis: The Labor Department seeks multiple comments on work-based training, which 

includes on-the-job training (OJT), incumbent worker training, customized training, 

registered apprenticeship and transitional jobs. Work-based training is exempt from ITA and 

Eligible Training Provider requirements, and can occur via contract directly with an 

employer.4  

Comment: 

1. What is the best way to structure an incumbent worker training arrangement to assist 

workers with gaining new skills for higher level employment? 

We believe that incumbent worker training is most effective when Local Boards and 

employers partner to provide workers with labor force attachment the opportunity to gain a 

higher level of skills or skills retraining while remaining employed. Incumbent worker 

training should promote career advancement, as well as layoff aversion, depending on the 

circumstance surrounding the company, industry and local economy. 

An incumbent worker arrangement should be flexible with a shared interest in assuring the 

worker is successful in meeting an employment goal through the training. Suggested 

metrics that could be outlined prior to incumbent worker training could include earnings 

gains, new skills and competencies gained, new certifications received and/or number of 

employees migrating into new employment, especially in the case of layoff aversion.  

2. Should “extraordinary costs” be defined, and if so, what is the definition, as it pertains 

to OJT? 

We do not believe the Labor Department should define “extraordinary costs” and, instead, 

leave this to local discretion. OJT arrangements must be applicable to local labor market 

conditions and needs of employers and workers. 

 

                                                           
3 80 Fed. Reg., at 20720; § 680.420 
4 80 Fed. Reg., at 20728-20730; § 680.700-850 
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3. How should “competitiveness of participant” be defined with regard to raising the OJT 

reimbursement rate to 75 percent? 

We do not believe “competitiveness of participant” should be defined in the Final Rule and 

that other factors for consideration at the state and local levels, such as size of employer, 

are the most appropriate factors for determining OJT reimbursement rates. We also believe 

that Local Boards should be encouraged to implement policies that promote higher OJT 

reimbursement rates, in particular when it promotes increased employment opportunities 

and labor market attachment for workers who need job experience and middle skills. 

4. What is an appropriate amount of time for OJT funds to be used for apprenticeship 

programs? 

Most apprenticeship programs are four years long. We believe that OJT funds should remain 

with the participant during the entire duration of the apprenticeship. It is more important to 

have a higher OJT reimbursement rate at the front end of the apprenticeship to promote 

initial participant retention due to the likelihood that a participant will persist and complete 

the apprenticeship if completing the initial six months. Later in the apprenticeship, the OJT 

reimbursement rate could decrease. 

5. Use of the term “significant cost of training” with regard to employer requirements for 

customized training. 

We believe the term “significant” is vague and arbitrary and should be eliminated as part of 

the criterion for customized training. Customized training is most effective when an 

employer has specific skill needs and is able to procure a training provider, such as a 

community college, that can quickly implement the training program and produce the skilled 

workers needed by the employer. Local Boards have an interest in sharing in the costs of 

customized training with employers, as it enhances local and regional employment and is 

one of the most effective sector strategies, which are promoted by WIOA. 

6. Use of the “self-sufficiency wage” standard as part of Local Board policy with regard to 

appropriateness of OJT and customized training.  

We do not believe “self-sufficiency wage” should be a criterion or standard for use by Local 

Boards in determining appropriateness of any work-based training arrangement. This 

standard is arbitrary, holds many different meanings to different people in different 

communities, and has the potential effect of discouraging work-based training and 

partnerships with employers. We strongly urge the Labor Department to eliminate this 

standard where mentioned currently in the NPRM. If some type of factor or metric is 

desired, we encourage a more objective measure such as wage gain. 

7. How should customized training be distinguished from OJT?  

OJT is an effective training strategy for individuals needing labor force attachment and an 

opportunity to gain both work experience and skills. It is an opportunity for Local Boards 

and employers to partner to promote increased employment opportunities in communities 

through a shared investment in the skills of workers. Customized training is typically for 

workers already employed by the company or another employer who can gain very specific 

skills needed by an employer in order to meet the processes and production needs of the 

employer. For instance, individuals can learn welding through a variety of training methods; 

however, customized training could be targeted at a specific type of weld or ability to weld 

with certain materials used by the employer. We believe improved arrangements between 

community colleges and employers could promote more customized training and skills 

enhancement opportunities for workers. 
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8. Who is an “incumbent worker”? 

We believe the Labor Department’s proposed definition of six months on the job is 

appropriate. 

Pay for Performance Contracts 

Analysis: WIOA allows for pay for performance contracting of up to 10 percent of a local 

allotment. The NPRM details components of this new contracting strategy and seeks 

comments.5  

Comment: We believe performance-based contracts should be prioritized in cases where an 

employer, group of employers or a trade association representing employers are directly 

involved in training and credentialing of individuals. Employers operate in a daily 

environment of “performance,” and this contracting tool is a positive way to better engage 

the employer community. As part of employer-based performance contracts, the feasibility 

analysis should be straightforward, streamlined and identify agreed-upon outcomes such as 

earnings gains, certifications gained or new hiring. The clear identification of deliverables 

and proposed outcomes should be stated upfront as part of the contract negotiation 

process. Finally, we support innovative bonus payment and incentive features that 

encourage employer partnerships and overall improvements in worker skills, competencies 

and employment. 

Wagner Peyser Employment Services, State Merit Staffing 

Analysis: WIOA retains the separate silo Wagner Peyser Employment Services program. 

The labor exchange services under Wagner Peyser are essentially the same Career Services 

provided under WIOA programs. The Labor Department seeks comments on how to better 

align these programs.6  

Comment: The NPRM upholds the state merit staffing requirement for the provision of 

Wagner Peyser funded services. Further, both the preamble and rule state that the Michigan 

court case, Michigan v. Herman,7 “upheld this policy.” This statement is misleading in that 

the Michigan case actually provided discretion to the Secretary of Labor to determine 

whether there would be a state merit staffing requirement. Further, under the ruling in the 

Workforce Investment Act (WIA) regulations, three states (Michigan, Massachusetts and 

Colorado) received a waiver of the requirement and operated non-state merit staff Wagner 

Peyser programs during that time. Finally, given that the “core services” under WIA, the 

“career services” under WIOA and the “employment services” under Wagner Peyser are 

essentially the same services, we believe there is no policy rationale for maintaining a state 

merit staff requirement in the latter program, while city, county and non-governmental 

employees provide/will provide the services in the WIA/WIOA programs. Therefore, we 

strongly urge the Labor Department to remove this requirement from the Final Rule, or, at a 

minimum, allow for waiver or demonstration authority whereby states can apply for an 

opportunity to opt out of this requirement. 

Conclusion 

On behalf of the thousands of employers and millions of workers represented by our 

organizations, we appreciate the Labor Department’s consideration of our comments and 

recommendations on this very important issue. We believe that aligning the public 

workforce system with employer needs will ultimately result in a stronger economy and a 

better future for job seekers. Our organizations look forward to continuing our work with the 

                                                           
5 80 Fed. Reg., at 20754-20755; § 683.500 
6 80 Fed. Reg., at 20805; § 652.215 
7 80 Fed. Reg., at 20805; § 652.211 
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public workforce system at all levels to get employers engaged and help provide individuals 

with skilled training and industry-recognized credentials that lead to a successful career. We 

would welcome any future opportunities to assist the agency in achieving this goal.   

 

Sincerely,  

 

American Staffing Association  
 

Associated Builders and Contractors 
 

Associated General Contractors of America 
 

Independent Electrical Contractors 
 

Opportunity America 
 

National Roofing Contractors Association 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VIA ELECTRONIC SUBMISSION 

 

June 15, 2015 

 

Adele Gagliardi 

Administrator 

Office of Policy Development and Research 

U.S. Department of Labor  

200 Constitution Avenue, NW 

Washington, DC 20210 

 

Re: Docket ID ETA-2015-0002, Comments on DOL and DOE’s Proposed Rulemaking 

on the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act; Joint Rule for Unified and 

Combined State Plans, Performance Accountability, and the One-Stop System Joint 

Provisions (RIN 1205-AB74 and RIN 1830-AA21) 

 

Dear Administrator Gagliardi: 

 

The undersigned organizations hereby submit the following comments to the Department of 

Labor and Department of Education in response to the above referenced notice of proposed 

rulemaking (NPRM), published in the Federal Register on April 16, 2015, at 80 Fed. Reg. 

20574.  

 

Of all the improvements mandated by the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act 

(WIOA), by far the most significant are the enhanced incentives for employers to partner 

with the workforce system to design and provide occupational training. 

 

Educators, employers and policymakers increasingly agree that employer engagement is vital 

and the key to effective, up-to-date training. We appreciate the ways in which WIOA 

promises to revamp the workforce system to be more responsive to employers: the 

enhanced opportunities for employers to offer training themselves, to partner with local 

educational institutions to make training more relevant and effective, and to serve in more 

meaningful and constructive ways on state and local bodies that plan and oversee training. 

 

These incentives are enticing to the employers we represent. These and other opportunities 

will be lacking if the system does not work on the ground to engage employers (i.e., if 

incentives are inappropriate or unappealing, partnerships are poorly structured, 

requirements are too burdensome or employer input is ignored). 

 

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the NPRM for WIOA, and believe our 

comments offer constructive insight into improvements the U.S. Department of Labor and 

the U.S. Department of Education can make to streamline the workforce and one-stop 

system, improve the engagement of employers in the system, and reduce inefficiencies in 
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order to target more investments in worker training connected to employer skill needs. 

Following are our specific comments on the NPRM: 

 

Employment Measure 

Analysis: WIOA lists new primary indicators of performance. The first requires states to 

report on the percentage of participants in unsubsidized employment in the second quarter 

after exit from the program. The Labor and Education Departments seek comment on 

whether and how to collect information on the quality of employment and how WIOA’s 

programs help employed and underemployed individuals find new or better jobs.1 

Comment: We do not believe the term “quality of employment” should be used or is an 

effective measure as part of the primary indicators of performance. Trying to utilize “quality 

of employment” will cause too much subjectivity to enter into the performance system, and 

may bias local providers to ignore industries or companies under the false premise that 

employment is not of a certain “quality.” 

 

Employer Measure 

Analysis: WIOA creates a new Employer Measure as the sixth primary indicator of 

performance. The Labor and Education Departments suggest a number of approaches and 

seek comments on how to implement this measure.2 

Comment: We believe the employer measure starts with two overarching principles: 

 

1. All elements of the employer measure should be objective, not subjective. 

 

In developing an employer measure, our preferred approach is the utilization of 

quantitative data—not whether employers like the workforce system, but how often and in 

what ways they engage with the system, as well as the outcomes of that engagement. We 

are more interested in workability and results than satisfaction. 

 

Among the many problems with trying to measure satisfaction, it is highly dependent on 

differing expectations and perceptions. One employer may report satisfaction with a level of 

service that another employer finds sorely lacking. All these problems plagued the 

“customer satisfaction” measures in the 1998 Workforce Investment Act, and we strongly 

urge the departments to go in a different direction with WIOA: measuring actual 

performance. 

 

2. The employer measure should be as streamlined as possible and keep 

employer burdens to a minimum. 

 

We urge the Labor and Education Departments to implement a measure that does not 

require additional paperwork, follow-up or interviews. We worry these burdens would be a 

deterrent for employer use of the workforce system. Rather than add surveys, 

questionnaires or other reporting requirements, the employer measure should draw on 

information already collected, such as unemployment insurance wage records or state 

directories of new hires. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 80 Fed. Reg., at 20585; § 677.155 
2 80 Fed. Reg., at 20584; § 677.155 
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Together, these two overarching concerns lead us to propose that the employer 

measure focus on a short list of objective performance indicators. 

 

We believe it is important to consider a variety of indicators; no single metric captures all 

the things employers seek from the system. 

 

We also feel it is important to measure and hold states and Local Boards accountable for 

outcomes rather than inputs. We care about inputs, especially how training is structured 

and provided. Of particular interest and concern: how often and in what ways a state 

workforce system engages employers in some capacity, whether as eligible training 

providers, participants in sector partnerships, or reviewers of curriculum and courses 

aligned to occupations. 

 

We hope every state will track its engagement with employers along all of these dimensions 

and seek to augment that engagement from year to year, holding Local Boards and  

one-stop centers accountable for the extent to which they succeed in partnering with 

employers. 

 

We believe the Labor and Education Departments should propose a set of standardized 

measures for tracking this engagement. We also understand that success or failure on 

these metrics may be determined to some degree by circumstances, and as a result it may 

be difficult to include a direct measure of employer engagement among the factors for 

which states are held accountable. 

 

Together, these considerations point us toward a short but critical list of items to include in 

the employer measure for which states and Local Boards are held accountable. Following are 

five quantifiable outcomes that capture what the employers want and need from the 

workforce system. 

 

 Hires. The percentage of workforce system job referrals who are hired 

by employers. 

 

 Retention rates. The percentage of those hired who are retained by the 

employer for 12 months or longer, and the percentage that have been promoted 

one year later. When an employee transitions to work directly for an employer 

after having been assigned there by a temporary staffing employer, both periods 

of employment will be included towards the 12 month threshold.  

 

 Money spent on training. The percentage of the state or local area WIOA 

budget that is spent on direct workforce training, as opposed to administration, 

soft skill training or auxiliary services, such as counseling and job searches. 

 

 In-demand industries and occupations. The proportion of training funds spent 

on preparing workers for in-demand industries and occupations, as defined by the 

state or local workforce board. 

 

 Industry credentials. The percentage of youth and adults trained with WIOA 

funds who earn a competency-based industry credential demonstrating mastery of 

core occupational skills. 

 

Conclusion 

On behalf of the thousands of employers and millions of workers represented by our 
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organizations, we appreciate the Labor and Education Departments consideration of our 

comments and recommendations on this very important issue. We believe that aligning the 

public workforce system with employer needs will ultimately result in a stronger economy 

and a better future for job seekers. Our organizations look forward to continuing our work 

with the public workforce system at all levels to get employers engaged and help provide 

individuals with skilled training and industry-recognized credentials that lead to a successful 

career. We would welcome any future opportunities to assist the agencies in achieving this 

goal.   

 
Sincerely,  

 

American Staffing Association 
 

Associated Builders and Contractors 
 

Associated General Contractors of America 
 

Independent Electrical Contractors 
 

Opportunity America 
 

National Roofing Contractors Association 
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